obp’s SURE-SCOPE is a single-use one piece laryngoscope with integrated LED light source. This ready-to-use device eliminates the time and expense of reprocessing and reduces the risk of cross-contamination in the medical setting by making reusable light sources, handles, and blades obsolete.

SURE-SCOPE is made of a revolutionary reinforced nylon compound, offering exceptional strength and rigidity. Each SURE-SCOPE blade is validated to support over 40lbs of blade force, 4 times higher than intubation requirements.

**SOME SURE-SCOPE**

- Item # C090120-1 (Mac 2)
- Item # C090130-1 (Mac 3)
- Item # C090140-1 (Mac 4)
- Item # C090205-1 (Miller 00)
- Item # C090200-1 (Miller 0)
- Item # C090210-1 (Miller 1)
- Item # C090220-1 (Miller 2)
- Item # C090230-1 (Miller 3)

**TO ORDER**

- **EMAIL:** SALES@OBPMED.COM
- **CALL:** 1-978-291-6853
- **WEB:** OBPMEDICAL.COM
**PRODUCT FEATURES**

- Disposable, single-use device reduces risk of cross-contamination
- Each SURE-SCOPE comes ready for use with an integrated ultra-bright LED light source - guaranteed
- No assembly required and no additional parts needed
- High powered, battery-operated LED light source can produce peak light for 30 + minutes
- LED light source generates no damaging heat
- Revolutionary reinforced nylon material provides exceptional strength and rigidity
- One piece construction ensures blade integrity and eliminated risk of corrosion

**REDUCE RISK OF CROSS-CONTAMINATION WITH SURE-SCOPE**

A 2009 study published in the Anesthesia & Analgesia found 75% of laryngoscope handles tested were positive for bacteria proving that even following mandates for cleaning and disinfection leaves pathogens.

**AN AFFORDABLE AND RELIABLE SINGLE-USE LARYNGOSCOPE**

The average cost of a reusable laryngoscope is $27.40/ intubation, according to a study conducted by Southeast Health. With SURE-SCOPE, healthcare facilities can effectively reduce their cost per intubation by greater than 50%.